In order to solve the classification of environmental audio data under the fewer number of the training examples, this paper combined Support Vector Machines SVM) and Entropy Priority Sampling (EPS), and proposed the SVM_EPS method as the selecting sampling strategies in active learning. And the method MOA (Multivariant Optimization Algorithm) was exploited to select the optimal kernel parameters of SVM. In experiments, the CELP features in 11 dimensions were extracted from the given environmental audio data, and the classification performances were compared under different percent training samples with SVM, EPS and SVM_EPS. The results show that SVM_EPS method outperforms the SVM and EPS.
I. INTRODUCTION
Audio classification is a basis for further audio retrieval and analysis [1] . The environmental audio classification is attracting the attention of researchers increasingly [2] [3] [4] .The existing techniques for audio classification including minimum distance classifier, neural network, support vector machines [5] , decision tree, and hidden Markov Model [6] . The literature [7] realized automatic classification of birds with statistical manifold method to promote the study of ecological environment. Li Yong et.al [8] combined the stream learning with SVM, which obtained the performance of classification efficiently and accurately for ecological environmental audio data. It is difficult to find the optimal classifier with good generalization and to improve the performance of single classifier.
Various classification models have different performances.
Training classifier is the key issue in classification research. In the traditional supervised learning, the large number of labeled training examples is required in building classifier model. With the number of the labeled examples decreases in the supervised classification, the performance will get worse. In the actual application, with developing technology of the data collection and storage, it is easy to obtain many unlabeled samples for environmental audio data, while it is too expensive or tedious to acquire the labeled ones. So more research focus on that higher accurate rate can be obtained based on the few labeled and lots of unlabeled examples [9] [10] . In the machine learning fields, ensemble learning, semi-supervised learning [11] and active learning [12] [13] can effectively deal with this issue. How to use a small labeled data to improve the learning performance becomes in the key problem, which the pattern recognition and machine learning researchers are focusing on.
For the environmental audio data with few labeled samples, it is a good way to combine various algorithms and exploit complementary between different classifiers to boost the classification accuracy of environmental audio. The literature [3] [14] requires no assumption about data distribution and uses very efficient principles not to over-fitting the test or new data samples. SVM finds an optimal classification hyper-plane through minimizing the upper bound of the classification error. Basically, SVM iteratively located hyper-planes amongst the training data and thereafter optimizes them according to error associates with each variable. It applied in natural environmental sound classification to obtain good generalization [5] .
Base on the active learning, this paper mainly focuses on combining multi-SVM classifiers and Entropy Priority Sampling methods to select the most informative unlabeled samples. The behavior and performance of active learning with SVM for environmental audio data classification are explored. This work was supported by the national natural science foundation of China under the Grant No. 61462078.
II. ACTIVE LEARNING

A. Active Learning by EPS
In active learning, the most informative unlabeled examples are selected, and used to update the training set on the basis of a supervisor who attributes the labels to the selected samples.
The query function selects samples from the unlabeled pool, which have maximum ambiguity to belong to each class. The supplement labeled training data could boost the performance of the prediction of unlabeled samples to some extent. The key point in active learning is sampling strategy [15] . The query by committee is the most simply and common sampling way [16] . Firstly, based on training labeled samples two or more base classifiers are built to form committee. This committee predicted the unlabeled example, then, the most disagreement votes examples are chosen as candidates. Therefore, the most useful for classification examples are supplemented into training set, providing the rich information to improve the efficiency of learning.
Given k classifies, the committee-based sample selection techniques are exploited t select examples for training. Each unlabeled sample is infused into k classifiers, respectively. The point that its prediction results are the most disagree served as the most informative one. Disagreement among the k committee members can be measured by the entropy of the classifications voted by each member. For any unlabeled sample, we know that the highest of entropy, the most disagree, the richest information, the largest contribution to classification.
is the number of votes of class i, c is the total number of classes. Examples corresponding to higher entropy have priority of selection over others. The sampling process was named as Entropy Priority Sampling (EPS) [4] .
B. Active Learning based on SVM(SVM_EPS)
The support vector machines performs well in common supervised classification method under few EPS method. The SVM serves as base classifier in training data. In order to enlarge difference among classifiers, the bootstrap was taken as resampling method, which resamples the initial training data randomly to consist of various training subset. And different SVM models were built. The detail description of SVM_EPS is shown in TABLE I. [14] , established for small training data classification model, is a good method. The main key factor, affecting the performance of SVM, is the appropriate kernel function and the parameters adopted. In generally, four kernel functions are involved in SVM, such as linear kernel function, polynomial kernel function, radial basis kernel function and sigmoid kernel function. In the paper, radial basis kernel function is used. And two optimal parameters including penalty parameter C and kernel parameter γ are required to select to boost the performance.
In general, the grid search is adopted to find the optimal C and γ . But it will take much amount time to search. In practical application, some heuristic algorithms including generic algorithm and particle swarm algorithm are exploited for SVM parameters optimization. Those methods could find the global optimal solution and they do not need to traverse all possible parameters within the grid. In this paper, a new heuristic algorithm named MOA (Multi-variant Optimization Algorithm) is exploited to find the optimal parameters for SVM kernel function.
MOA [17] is original from the ordered bi-list of computer data structure. In the process of this method, at first, the globe search atom searched in the globe range, then the more detailed search are carried out by local search atom, which could improve the optimization results. Finally, a better solution is recorded in the structural The following rules should be abided with in the structural table.
1) The global search atom is recorded in the queue node;
2) The queue node is ranked by the value of the fitness;
3) A stack is linked under each queue node, and its depth descended from left to right;
4) The local search atom is generated around the center that is the corresponding solution of queue node, and its order is ranked on the fitness value of the local search atom and corresponding queue nodes in the stack.
In MOA, each search atom represents a potential optimal solution. Search atom is divided into two kinds, global search atom and local search atom. Global search atom is generated with equal probability randomly in the global range, while the local search atom is randomly generated in a certain radius about the queue node of the stack. The search radius is set by MOA parameter. The value of fitness function is up to accuracy of classification, the parameter C and γ of SVM training classification model under 10-folds cross validation are adopted as threshold value. The search process is illustrated in TABLE II.
III. EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL AUDIO DATA
The experimental data are acquired from network and field recording, with 8k sampling rate, 16 bits and mono-track. The environmental audio data includes five classes, such as the sound of different kinds of birds, frogs, wind, rain and thunder. The sound length amounts to almost 10 minutes. Silence and noise are removed in the pre-processing of environmental audio data.
A. The feature extraction of environmental audio
The feature extraction is executed based on the bit-stream through the G.723.1 data encoding on the Matlab platform. CLEP (Code excited Linear Predictive) is characterization by coefficient of short tube cascade channel model. CELP features are mainly from LPC, Linear Prediction Coefficient analyses the sound mechanism from the original source. Through the short tube of channel cascade model research, the system transfer function is in line with the pile in the form of digital filter, so the signal of t time can be used several times before combination of the signal to estimate. By making the actual speech samples values and linear prediction to achieve minimum mean square error between the sampling value LMS. The linear prediction coefficients can be obtained, that is LPC.
LPC and pitch features are extracted at each bit-frame after the unpacked bit-stream. 10 order coefficients of LPC is obtained at each bit-frame, from 0 ~ 23 bit (LPC0~LPC2), which consist of the 10 dimensions of LPC features. 1 dimension pitch is extracted from the 24th to 38th bit at each bit-frame. Finally, the 11 dimension features of CLEP (Code excited Linear Predictive) are composed. The features extracting process is shown in Fig.3 Sorted by value of fitness function; End For Adjust the global search atom and top stack element of corresponding local search atom; Sort the queue node on value of fitness function; End While Output the optimal solution of C and γ. End avoid large amount of data overflowing in training, the experimental data is selected from the total number of frames in the sampling according to one-third of the total data in each category. According to the proportion of 3:1, the samples are divided into training data set and test set, that is, 75% as training samples and 25% as testing samples. The samples in two sets keep the same distribution. Five classes of audio signal frame and class labels of samples are shown in TABLE III.   TABLE III THE DATASET IN EXPERIMENT   class  Frames  Frame/time  75%-training  25%-test  bird  3900  3000  2250  750  wind  6434  2000  1500  500  rain  6200  2000  1500  500  frog  3334  1200  900  300  thunder  1634  1000  750  250  total  6900  2300 In experiment, the rate of training examples extracting from labeled samples are 10% ,20%,40%,60% and 80%,respectively. In order to verify the validity of the method, it is 10 times sampling that each time training data are in proportion to be taken, randomly. The experimental results are taken the average of 10 group data.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the experiments, the performance of traditional supervised single classifier and active learning classification model are compared. Four different classification algorithms are used in single classifier, including decision tree (J48), Naï ve Bayes (NB), Radial Basis Function (RBF) and Support Vector Machines (SVM).For SVM, when the classification model was established based on training data, SVM_MOA method is exploited to choose the optimal parameters C and γ of kernel function. In SVM_MOA, the queue length and the number of global search atom are set 6, the search radius is 0.01, and the dimension of parameters is 2. Active learning EPS using J48,NB and RBF to choose the most informative sample points, while active learning SVM_EPS with six SVM classifiers to calculate the vote entropy for each unlabeled example. Six SVM classifiers involved in SVM_EPS are different classifier model, whose initial training data are random sampling through bootstrap method. Under different rate of training samples, different classification error rate of various methods are listed in TABLE IV. According to results from TABLE IV, for a single classifier, the performance of SVM is superior to the other traditional supervised classification methods. For example, under different training samples rates, related to the J48 classifier, the performance of SVM increased by 23.48%, 23.08%, 28.90%, 39.75% and 34.48%. And to the EPS method with three different classifiers, that of SVM increased by 3.34%, 4.27%, 13.91%, 32.43% and 23.29%, respectively. The SVM_EPS, applying the SVM classifiers into EPS, its error rate of classification is lowest. To the EPS, the performance increased by 11.70%, 7.28%, 17.73%, 33.04% and 26.68%, while related to SVM, that increased 8.66%, 3.15%, 4.43%, 0.90 and 4.42%, respectively. In view of traditional single supervised classifier, active learning method exploits the characteristics of unlabeled samples, during the training iteration process and enlarges the differences among base classifiers, which improved auxiliary generalization and accuracy of classification under small training data. Fig. 4 shows the classification error rate comparison among SVM, EPS and SVM_EPS. SVM_EPS combines the SVM and EPS, adopts multiple SCM classifiers and ensembles advantages of SVM and active learning EPS. Therefore, SVM_EPS outperforms the other. Especially, under the few training samples, such as 10% training data, the performance of SVM_EPS improved significantly compared with SVM. In the case of 60% to 80% training samples, with the increase of the number of samples, the performance of SVM_EPS decreased. There maybe have two reasons. One is that training data only removed the simple mute and noise, and do not purify the data for training the classification models. The other is in the process of active learning iteration, the unlabeled examples will be mistakenly labeling, and the noise data are put into the training set to increase the error of samples.
In addition, the heuristic multi-variant optimization algorithm MOA is exploited to fine the optimal kernel function parameter of SVM. After each iteration, the training samples are added, and the retraining the SVM classifier should need to choose new kernel parameter. So the efficiency of SVM_EPS is lower than that of EPS. 
V. CONCLUSION
For the environmental audio data, the cost of labeling the samples is higher and tedious. In the case of small training data, support vector machines (SVM) is a better classification method. Active learning exploits a lot of unlabeled examples, selects the most informative sample points with significant disagreement to increase the difference of base classifiers, and enlarges the number of training data, which can improve the performance of classification. This paper combined the SVM classifier and active learning EPS method, and different SVM classifiers with different training set are involved in EPS. The selected unlabeled examples with higher vote entropy are a beneficial supplement to the training set. According to the analysis of experimental result data, SVM_EPS outperformed SVM and EPS in classification performance and generalization.
The features of data samples are also one of the main factors to affect the classification performance. In this paper, the CELP audio characteristics of environmental audio are extracted in classification process. The next further research work will extract more effective multi-view features from the structure of audio data, combine feature space and classification algorithms. The more effective and efficient classification strategy will be focus on to improve the environmental audio classification accuracy.
